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Motivated by trapping and cooling experiments with non-spherical nanoparticles, we discuss how
their combined rotational and translational quantum state is affected by the interaction with a
gaseous environment. Based on the quantum master equation in terms of orientation-dependent
scattering amplitudes, we evaluate the localization rate for gas collisions off an anisotropic van der
Waals-type potential and for photon scattering off an anisotropic dielectric. We also show how
pure angular momentum diffusion arises from these open quantum dynamics in the limit of weak
anisotropies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cavity experiments with levitated nanoparticles in
high vacuum [1–8] are promising candidates for ultra sen-
sitive force sensors [6, 9, 10]. They allow addressing fun-
damental questions of physics, for instance, the validity of
the quantum superposition principle for massive particles
[11–16] or the form of the dispersion interaction [17]. For
the interpretation of such coherence experiments it is es-
sential to quantify and understand all relevant sources of
environmental decoherence, most prominently collisions
with a background gas [18] or Rayleigh scattering of pho-
tons [7].

Recently, there has been some effort to exploit that
anisotropically shaped nanoparticles enhance the inter-
action with the cavity field [19–22]. While such nanopar-
ticles can be well controlled in solution and low vac-
uum [23–32], coherence experiments involving the orien-
tational degrees of freedom [21, 22, 33–36] are still pend-
ing. Understanding the spatio-orientational decoherence
processes in such experiments with ultra-cold anisotropic
nanoparticles is a prerequisite for exploiting the quantum
motion of the center of mass and the orientation.

In this article, we show how to account for the spatio-
orientational decoherence of a nanoparticle interacting
with a homogeneous background gas in a microscopically
realistic fashion, and we specify the associated localiza-
tion rate for the two most relevant decoherence scenarios:
(i) gas collisions off an anisotropic van der Waals-type po-
tential, and (ii) Rayleigh-Gans scattering off a nanorod
whose length is comparable to the laser wavelength. Both
examples can be extended to other interaction potentials
or particle shapes. Finally, we explain how the corre-
sponding master equations give rise to pure angular mo-
mentum diffusion in the limit of weak anisotropies.

To account for the environment we use an exten-
sion of the quantum linear Boltzmann equation [37, 38],
which provides a microscopic Markovian description of
the quantum dynamics of a particle propagating in a ho-
mogeneous gas in terms of scattering amplitudes. The
resulting master equation yields a valid discription as
long as the correlations between successive collisions are
negligible so that a Markovian formulation in terms of
a quantum dynamical semigroup is possible [39]. Non-
Markovian effects [40] would become important if the

gas cannot be considered ideal. Instead of fully ac-
counting for the internal degrees of freedom [41], we ex-
ploit the simplifying fact that the orientation of a large
nanoparticle is approximately constant during the scat-
tering interaction with a single gas particle [42]. Thus,
the orientation enters only in parametric fashion, which
allows us to give closed form expressions for the spatio-
orientational localization rate. This separation of time
scales proved valid already for atom-molecule scattering
experiments [42], and was used to describe the orien-
tationally averaged center-of-mass decoherence of polar
molecules [43] and the purely orientational decoherence
[44] in an isotropic environment [45]. We will also show
how this treatment can be naturally extended to a gas of
photons, as required to describe decoherence by thermal
radiation.

II. RO-TRANSLATIONAL MASTER EQUATION
IN THE MONITORING APPROACH

It is our aim to formulate the Markovian quantum mas-
ter equation for the ro-translational state operator ρ of
an anisotropic nanoparticle interacting with a homoge-
neous gas of structureless particles of density ng. We
adapt the monitoring approach [38, 46], which is based on
disentangling the state-dependent rate of collisions from
the effect of a single scattering event. This brings into
play the scattering operator S of a single collision and
the corresponding rate operator Γ, both acting on the
Hilbert space of the relative center of mass coordinate
(operators are denoted by sans-serif characters). Using
the exact scattering amplitudes one can thus account for
the environmental collisions non-perturbatively within a
Markovian framework.

Since the rotation period of a nanoparticle of mass M
is typically much longer than the interaction time with
a single gas particle of mass m � M , the scattering
operator S and the rate operator Γ are diagonal in the
orientational degrees of freedom Ω (sudden approxima-
tion) [42, 43, 45, 47]. Thus, the molecule’s orientation
enters the scattering amplitude f(pf ,pi; Ω) (describing
a collision with initial and final relative momentum pi

and pf , respectively) only in parametric fashion and the
quantum master equation can be derived by repeating
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the steps demonstrated in [38] but now including the ori-
entational degrees of freedom.

We note that in the case of coherence experiments with
rapidly rotating small molecules [48, 49], the scattering
operator and the rate operator are approximately diag-
onal in the angular momentum basis [47], giving rise to
rotational decoherence [50, 51].

A. Monitoring Master Equation

The starting point for deriving the master equation
for the ro-translational state ρ of the nanoparticle in the
monitoring approach is the general expression

∂tρ = − i
~

[H, ρ] +Rρ+ Lρ, (1)

where H is the free Hamiltonian and the two superoper-
ators in (1) are given as

Rρ = itrg

([
Γ1/2Re(T)Γ1/2, ρ⊗ ρg

])
, (2a)

Lρ = trg

(
TΓ1/2ρ⊗ ρgΓ1/2T†

−1

2
{ρ⊗ ρg, Γ

1/2T†TΓ1/2}
)
, (2b)

where T is the non-trivial part of the scattering operator,
S = 1 + iT, and ρg is the state of the gas [38].

Hence, one considers the effect of a single collision on
the initially uncorrelated total state operator ρ⊗ρg prop-
erly accounting for the collision probability and subse-
quently traces out the gas. Since the gas is stationary and
homogeneous, its state operator ρg is diagonal in the mo-
mentum basis; we denote the diagonal elements by µ(p).
As both the scattering operator S and the rate operator
Γ act only on the Hilbert space of relative coordinates, it
is convenient to introduce the relative momentum vector

rel (p,P) =
mr

m
p− mr

M
P, (3)

where mr = mM/(m+M) is the reduced mass and P is
the momentum of the nanoparticle.

The interaction with the environment enters the mas-
ter equation in two ways: On the one hand, we obtain
a momentum- and orientation-dependent energy shift Hg

involving the real part of the forward scattering ampli-
tude,

Hg = −2π~2 ng

mr

∫
d3p µ(p)

×Re [f (rel(p,P), rel(p,P); Ω)] , (4)

to be added to the free ro-translational Hamiltonian H.
On the other hand, the collisions with the gas particles
give rise to a dissipator Lρ of Lindblad form. Denoting

by R the center-of-mass operator of the nanoparticle, the
Lindlad operators can be given as

LQp = exp

(
i

~
R ·Q

)√
ngm

Qm2
r

×µ1/2

[
p +

(
1 +

m

M

) Q

2
+
m

M
P‖

]
×f
[
rel(p,P⊥)− Q

2
, rel(p,P⊥) +

Q

2
; Ω

]
, (5)

where P⊥ = P − (Q · P)/Q2 is the component of the
momentum operator orthogonal to Q.

Thus, the quantum master equation (1) for the ro-
translational motion of the nanoparticle is

∂tρ = − i
~

[H + Hg, ρ] + Lρ, (6)

with

Lρ =

∫
d3Q

∫
Q⊥

d2p

(
LQpρL†Qp

−1

2

{
ρ, L†QpLQp

})
, (7)

where Q⊥ denotes the plane orthogonal to Q. This mas-
ter equation describes the ro-translational dynamics of
the nanoparticle in a low-pressure ideal gas, for which
the correlations between successive collisions are negligi-
ble and the Markov approximation is justified. It follows
from the form of the Lindblad operators (5), that the dis-
sipator in (7) describes center-of-mass decoherence and
dissipation [38] as well as localization in the particle’s
orientation.

B. Decoherence in the Configuration Coordinates

Noting that the levitated nanoparticles used for
metrology are typically much heavier than the gas atoms,
m/M � 1, one can simplify the master equation (6). The
energy shift (4) gets diagonal in the orientational degrees
of freedom Ω and thus turns into a constant for isotropic
gas distributions, while the Lindblad operators become
diagonal in position R and orientation Ω. The resulting
superoperator describes decoherence in the configuration
space and reads

Lcρ =
ng

m

∫
d3p

∫
S2

d2n′ pµ(p)

[
An′pρA†n′p

−1

2

{
ρ,A†n′pAn′p

}]
, (8)

with the Lindblad operators

An′p = eiR·(p−pn
′)/~f(pn′,p; Ω), (9)

i.e., n′ denotes the direction into which the gas parti-
cle is scattered. If the center-of-mass degrees of freedom
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are traced out from Eq. (8), one obtains the generator of
pure orientational decoherence, which was recently dis-
cussed for isotropic gas distributions [45]. Alternatively,
tracing out the orientational degrees of freedom gives
the orientation-averaged master equation for anisotropic
point-like particles [43].

In the case that the gas distribution is isotropic, the
configuration-space matrix elements of the superoperator
(8) can be written in the compact multiplicative form

〈RΩ |Lcρ |R′Ω′〉 = − [FΩΩ′(R−R′)− iGΩΩ′(R−R′)]

×〈RΩ |ρ |R′Ω′〉, (10)

by defining the localization rate

FΩΩ′(R) =
ng

2m

∫ ∞
0

dp p3µ(p)

∫
S2

d2n d2n′

×
∣∣∣f(pn′, pn; Ω)eipR·(n−n

′)/~

−f(pn′, pn; Ω′)
∣∣∣2 , (11)

and the frequency

GΩΩ′(R) =
ng

m

∫ ∞
0

dp p3µ(p)

∫
S2

d2n d2n′

×Im
[
f(pn′, pn; Ω)f∗(pn′, pn; Ω′)

×eipR·(n−n
′)/~
]
. (12)

The localization rate is always positive and thus deter-
mines the time scale at which the spatio-orientational
coherences decay. It vanishes for the diagonal elements
R = R′ and Ω = Ω′. Note that even for isotropic gas
distributions, the localization rate (11) is in general not
only a function of the distance |R −R′|, but of the dis-
tance vector R − R′ due to the anisotropic interaction
potential.

In what follows, we will specify the localization rate
(11) for two common scenarios, scattering of gas par-
ticles off an anisotropic van der Waals-type interaction
potential and light scattering off a dielectric nanorod.

III. ANISOTROPIC VAN DER WAALS
SCATTERING

We proceed to calculate explicitly the localization rate
(11) for a homogeneous potential with cos2 Θ-anisotropy,
where Θ is the angle between the principle axis of inertia
of a symmetric top and the direction of incidence,

V (r, cos Θ) = −C
rs

(1 + a cos2 Θ), (13)

Relevant examples for potentials of this type include the
dipole-induced dipole interaction and the anisotropic van
der Waals interaction [52]. The dipole-induced dipole in-
teraction, for instance, is specified by s = 6, a = 3, and

C = α0d
2
0/32π2ε2

0, where α0 denotes the gas particle po-
larizability and d0m(Ω) is the permanent electric dipole
moment, i.e., cos Θ = m(Ω) · r/r.

In order to evaluate the localization rate (11), the
orientation-dependent scattering amplitude f(p,p′; Ω) is
required. While the total scattering cross section can
be evaluated by using the optical theorem together with
Schiff’s formula as obtained in the eikonal approximation
[42],

σa(pn; Ω) = 2π sin

(
π

2

s− 3

s− 1

)
Γ

(
s− 3

s− 1

)
×
(√

πmC

~p
Γ[(s− 1)/2]

Γ(s/2)

)2/(s−1)(
1 +

a(s− 1)

2s

−a(s− 3)

2s
(n ·m(Ω))2

)2/(s−1)

, (14)

a closed expression for the scattering amplitude can only
be given for small-angle scattering [43],

f(pn′, pn; Ω) ' ffwd(pn; Ω)e−|n×n
′|2χa(pn;Ω). (15)

It includes the forward scattering amplitude

ffwd(pn; Ω) =
pσa(pn; Ω)

4π~ cos[π/(s− 1)]
exp

(
iπ

2

s− 3

s− 1

)
, (16)

and the function

χa(pn; Ω) =

(
p

2
√

2~

)2
σa(pn; Ω)

2π cos[π/(s− 1)]
Γ

(
s− 5

s− 1

)
×Γ−2

(
s− 3

s− 1

)
exp

(
− iπ

s− 1

)
. (17)

We emphasize that the small angle approximation (15)
is usually sufficient to describe decoherence because hard
collisions, |n×n′| . 1, destroy the coherence completely,
such that the details of the scattering amplitude do not
matter. In contrast, the total scattering rate is evaluated
by the optical theorem and thus without using the small
angle approximation [43].

It follows from the scattering amplitude (15) that the
orientational localization rate, Eq. (11) with R = 0, de-
pends only on the angle between the two different orienta-
tions of the dipole, i.e., it depends only on m(Ω) ·m(Ω′).
As expected, the orientational localization rate vanishes
for identical orientations and is strictly increasing for in-
creasing angle between the orientations. This can also
be observed from Fig. 1, where we depict FΩΩ′(0) as a
function of the angle between m(Ω) and m(Ω′) for differ-
ent anisotropies a of the interaction potential (13). The
localization rate increases with increasing anisotropy and
it will be demonstrated below that for small anisotropies
it is proportional to the squared sine of the angle between
the two orientations. Finally, we remark that for com-
bined spatio-orientational superpositions the localization
rate (11) depends not only on the distance R and on the
angle between m(Ω) and m(Ω′), but also on the angles
between R/R and m(Ω) as well as m(Ω′).
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Figure 1. Orientational localization rate FΩΩ′(0) of a polar
particle (d0 = 5 D) interacting with a room-temperature gas
of Helium atoms (α0/4πε0 = 0.2 Å3). The localization rate
is depicted in units of the rate (37) and as a function of the
angle between the orientations m(Ω) and m(Ω′) for different
anisotropies a.

IV. PHOTON SCATTERING

As a second example, we consider Rayleigh-Gans scat-
tering off a thin dielectric rod of length `, radius a0 and
permittivity εr, noting that the results presented here can
be easily extended to other shapes, such as thin discs
[22, 53]. We assume that the rod is illuminated by a
linearly-polarized plane laser wave, E(r) = E0εpe

ikn·r

(with n · εp = 0), of wavelength 2π/k. Such a situa-
tion may arise in optomechanical experiments, where a
laser field is used to manipulate or track the rod’s dy-
namics [20]. For thin rods, k2a2

0(ε − 1) < 1, the field
strength is nearly constant along the width of the rod
and the internal polarization field approximately assumes
the position dependence of the external field (general-
ized Rayleigh-Gans approximation) [53]. Knowledge of
the internal polarization field then allows one to deduce
the interaction potential as well as the master equation
[22, 54]. The standard way of deriving the latter would
consist of coupling the combined electric field-rod state to
the infinite bath of vacuum modes and tracing them out
in the Born-Markov approximation. In what follows, we
will demonstrate that one can determine Lindblad oper-
ators of Rayleigh-Gans scattering straightforwardly from
the quantum master equation (6) by using the scattered
light field.

A. Rayleigh-Gans Scattering Amplitude

The Rayleigh-Gans scattering amplitude is a vectorial
quantity since it depends on the initial and final polar-
ization state of the light [55]. Noting that the photon
energy is independent of the polarization and that the

state operator ρg is diagonal in the polarization, it is
straightforward to adapt the master equation (6). The
Lindblad operators (9) now depend explicitly on the po-
larization state of the scattered photon and there is an
additional sum over the polarization in the superoperator
(7). Moreover, the forward scattering amplitude enter-
ing the coherent energy shift (4) is given by the vector
scattering amplitude evaluated in the direction of the in-
coming polarization, which is familiar from optics [55].

The electric field scattered from a thin rod at the origin
oriented into direction m(Ω) can be expressed in the far-
field as [53]

Esc(r) = E0F(pr/r, pn; Ω)
eikr

r
, (18)

with momentum p = ~k. Here, the vector scattering
amplitude is given by

F(pn′, pn,Ω) = −
V0χ‖k

2

4π
n′ × (n′ × u(Ω))

×sinc

[
k`

2
m(Ω) · (n− n′)

]
, (19)

where sinc(x) = sinx/x and V0 = π`a2
0 is the volume

of the rod. In addition, we defined the (unnormalized)
direction of the internal polarization field,

u(Ω) =
χ⊥
χ‖

εp +
∆χ

χ‖
(m(Ω) · εp)m(Ω). (20)

Here, εp is the polarization vector of the incoming laser
light, χ‖ and χ⊥ denote the elements of the susceptibil-
ity tensor parallel and orthogonal to the rod’s symme-
try axis, respectively, and the susceptibility anisotropy is
∆χ = χ‖−χ⊥. In the case of a thin rod, the diagonal ele-
ments of the body-fixed susceptibility tensor can be given
explicitly as χ‖ = εr−1 and χ⊥ = 2(εr−1)/(εr + 1) [56].

The scalar scattering amplitude for scattering from
polarization state εp into polarization state ε′p is given
by F(pn, pn′,Ω) · ε′p. Hence, the forward scattering
amplitude is the projection of F(pn, pn′,Ω) onto εp,
and the modulus squared of the scattering amplitude
(19) gives the orientation-dependent differential scatter-
ing cross section [55]. It is well known [53, 55] that the
optical theorem does not apply to the scattering ampli-
tude (19) due to the Rayleigh-Gans approximation made
in its derivation, and, thus, the total scattering cross
section must be evaluated by integrating the differen-
tial cross section. However, this poses no problem if the
approximations are justified. For instance, relation (18)
predicts the scattering signal off thin silicon nanorods in
a standing wave laser field with remarkable accuracy [20].

B. Photon Scattering Master Equation

Inserting the scattering amplitude (19) into the master
equation of configurational decoherence (8) and summing
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over the polarization directions εn′s of the scattered pho-
ton gives the required master equation of Rayleigh-Gans
scattering. Since we consider a single running wave mode,
the momentum distribution is µ(p) = δ(p − ~kn). The
density ng = |b|2/Vm is the total number of photons di-
vided by the (large) mode volume Vm of the laser beam
and we replace p/m by the speed of light c. Carrying out
the integral over incoming momenta, one obtains

LRρ = γ0|b|2
∑
s=1,2

∫
S2

d2n′

4π

[
Bn′sρB†n′s

−1

2

{
ρ,B†n′sBn′s

}]
, (21)

with the Rayleigh-Gans scattering rate γ0 =
cV 2

0 χ
2
‖k

4/6πVm and the Lindblad operators

Bn′s =

√
3

2
eik(n−n′)·Rεn′s · u(Ω)

×sinc

[
k`

2
m(Ω) · (n− n′)

]
. (22)

Equation (21) induces spatio-orientational localization of
the rod’s quantum state because the Lindblad opera-
tors (22) are diagonal in position R and orientation Ω,
Bn′s = Bn′s(R,Ω). We note that an analogous form of
the Rayleigh-Gans scattering operator (22) for thin rods
and disks was derived for a standing-wave cavity mode by
coupling the whole system to the bath of vacuum modes
[22] in a more tedious calculation.

The Lindblad operators for a polarizable point particle
are recovered in the limit of vanishing rod length, k`→ 0,
and in the limit of an isotropically polarizable nanopar-
ticle, ∆χ/χ‖ → 0. Moreover, as will be discussed below,
in the limit of small particles, k` � 1, the Lindblad op-
erators (22) describe angular momentum diffusion.

The anisotropy of the photonic momentum distribu-
tion µ(p) gives rise to an orientation-dependent energy
shift (4) determined by the forward scattering cross sec-
tion. Using the same replacements that lead to (22),
Eq. (4) yields the laser potential with coupling frequency
U0 = −ωχ‖V0/2Vm,

HL(Ω) = ~U0|b|2
[
χ⊥
χ‖

+
∆χ

χ‖
(m(Ω) · εp)2

]
. (23)

It serves to align the rod with the polarization axis εp.
This potential can be obtained alternatively by integrat-
ing the time-averaged potential energy density −P·E∗/4,
where P denotes the polarization field within the rod
[22, 54].

The scattering rate and the coupling frequency U0 can
be expressed independently of the mode volume Vm by
using that the classical field strength is related to the
photon number by E0 =

√
2~ω/ε0Vmb. This leads to the

replacements γ0|b|2 = ε0E
2
0χ

2
‖V

2
0 k

3/12π~ and ~U0|b|2 =

−ε0χ‖V0E
2
0/4.

C. Photon Scattering Localization Rate

The spatio-orientational localization rate (11) of pho-
ton scattering follows from the master equation (21) as

FΩΩ′(R−R′) =
γ0|b|2

2

∑
s=1,2

∫
S2

d2n′

4π
|Bn′s(R,Ω)

−Bn′s(R
′,Ω′)|2 . (24)

In contrast to the anisotropic van der Waals-type interac-
tion discussed in the previous section, the orientational
localization rate FΩΩ′(0) depends on both orientations
m(Ω) and m(Ω′) individually since the field polarization
εp and the propagation direction n of the laser define
distinguished directions.

However, if the nanoparticle is illuminated incoher-
ently by plane waves from a random direction with ran-
dom polarization, as is the case in black body radiation,
Eq. (24) must be averaged over the direction of the in-
coming light beam n′, over the polarization direction εp,
and over the momentum distribution µ(~k). The coher-
ent energy shift can then be ignored and carrying out the
angular integration shows that the resulting orientational
localization rate depends only on the angle between m(Ω)
and m(Ω′). Such a situation might arise if stray light
cannot be avoided experimentally or if thermal radiation
plays a role. The explicit form of the localization rate
in the case of black body illumination is given below for
small anisotropies.

In Fig. 2 we show the resulting localization rate in
units of the Rayleigh-Gans scattering rate γ0 for dif-
ferent dielectric permittivities εr, i.e., different relative
anisotropies ∆χ/χ‖. The radiation is assumed to be
monochromatic but its polarization is uniformly dis-
tributed. Again, the orientational localization rate in-
creases with increasing anisotropy and it vanishes in the
limit that the particle is transparent, εr = 1, because
then γ0 = 0. We also show the influence of the particle
extension, k` & 1, on the orientational localization rate.

V. ANGULAR MOMENTUM DIFFUSION

We now proceed to discuss the master equations of gas
and Rayleigh-Gans scattering (8) and (21) in the case
of small anisotropies and demonstrate that in this limit
both turn into the universal master equation of pure an-
gular momentum diffusion for symmetric top nanoparti-
cles. Focussing on the rotation state ρr = trcm(ρ) the
master equation assumes the form

Ldρr =
15D

2~2

∫
S2

d2n

4π

(
[n ·m(Ω)]

2
ρr [n ·m(Ω)]

2

−1

2

{
ρr, [n ·m(Ω)]

4
})

. (25)

It depends on the details of the environmental interaction
only through the positive angular momentum diffusion
coefficient D, which will be evaluated below.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Orientational localization rate FΩΩ′(0) of Rayleigh-
Gans scattering from a monochromatic, isotropic and non-
polarized radiation source. The localization rate is depicted in
units of the Rayleigh-Gans scattering rate γ0, as a function of
the angle between the orientations m(Ω) and m(Ω′), and for
four different relative dielectric permittivities. In panel (a),
the laser wavelength is assumed to be much larger than the
rod length, k` � 1, such that the orientational decoherence
depends only on the susceptibility tensor of the rod, Eq. (22).
In panel (b), the laser wavelength and the rod length are of
comparable magnitude, λ = 1.56 µm and ` = 0.8 µm.

In the orientation basis we thus have 〈Ω |Ldρr |Ω′〉 =
−FΩΩ′〈Ω |ρr |Ω′〉 with a localization rate

FΩΩ′ =
D

~2
|m(Ω)×m(Ω′)|2 , (26)

that is manifestly positive and increases with the squared
sine of the angle between the two orientations m(Ω) and
m(Ω′). This dependence on the squared sine is the orien-
tational analogue to the squared distance scaling of the
center of mass localization rate of momentum diffusion
[39, 57, 58] and was already found for thermal photon
scattering off anisotropic point-like particles and for gas
scattering off a Gaussian potential in the Born approxi-
mation [45].

A. Time Evolution of Expectation Values

In order to demonstrate that Eq. (25) indeed gener-
ates angular momentum diffusion, we use Euler angles
Ω = (α, β, γ) in the z-y′-z′′ convention [59, 60]. The
canonically conjugate momentum operators are denoted
by pα, pβ , and pγ , respectively, and they obey the canon-
ical commutation relations

[m(Ω), pα] = i~ sinβeα(Ω), [m(Ω), pβ ] = i~eβ(Ω),
(27)

together with [m(Ω), pγ ] = 0, because m(Ω) =
(cosα sinβ, sinα sinβ, cosβ)T depends only on the az-
imuthal angle α and the polar angle β.

The space-fixed angular momentum operators of the
rigid rotor are related to the Euler momentum operators
by [59]

J1 = −
(

cotβ

2
{pα, cosα}+ sinαpβ −

cosα

sinβ
pγ

)
(28a)

J2 = −
(

cotβ

2
{pα, sinα} − cosαpβ −

sinα

sinβ
pγ

)
(28b)

J3 = pα, (28c)

and they obey the commutation relations [Ji, Jj ] =
i~εijkJk.

The time evolution of the expectation values of the
angular momentum J = (J1, J2, J3)T is unaffected by the
generator (25),

tr (JLdρr) = 0. (29)

because tr(pαLdρr) = tr(pβLdρr) = tr(pγLdρr) = 0.
Thus, the angular momentum operator expectation

value 〈J〉 evolves as if orientational decoherence were not
present. In a similar fashion, the effect of Eq. (25) on the
second moment of the angular momentum operator

〈
J2
〉

is

tr
(
J2Ldρr

)
= 4D. (30)

In particular, if the coherent time evolution is determined
by the free rotational Hamiltonian Hr, the first moment of
the angular momentum operator is conserved, [Hr, Ji] =
0, while its second moment increases linearly in time

〈J〉t = 〈J〉0 ,
〈
J2
〉
t

=
〈
J2
〉

0
+ 4Dt. (31)

This demonstrates that the generator (25) indeed de-
scribes angular momentum diffusion.

B. Angular Momentum Distribution

In order to calculate the time-dependent probability
distribution of angular momenta, 〈jm |ρr(t) | jm〉, we
study the time evolution of the j = 0 angular momentum
eigenstate, ρr(0) = |j = 0,m = 0〉〈j = 0,m = 0|. Since
we are only interested in the effects of the diffusion master
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equation (25) we neglect the free time evolution. Thus,
one expects that the angular momentum populations are
given in the semiclassical limit by a Gaussian probability
density whose variance increases linearly with time. The
initial orientational coherences of ρr(0) decay exponen-
tially with the rate (26) and the marginal probabilities
pt(j) =

∑
m 〈jm |ρr(t) | jm〉 take on the form

pt(j) =
2j + 1

2

∫ π

0

dθ sin θPj(cos θ) exp

(
−Dt

~2
sin2 θ

)
.

(32)
A straightforward calculation exploiting the complete-
ness of Legendre polynomials Pj(cos θ) [61] allows one to
demonstrate that the variance indeed increases linearly
in time,

〈
J2
〉

=

∞∑
j=0

j(j + 1)pt(j) = 4Dt. (33)

Moreover, in the semiclassical regime, Dt/~2 � 1 and
j � 1, only small angles θ � 1 contribute to the in-
tegral (32) and one can extend the θ-integration to in-
finity while replacing sin θ ' θ. Further noting that
Pj(cos θ) ' J0[(j + 1/2)θ] for j � 1 [61] shows that
Eq. (32) is, as expected, asymptotically equivalent to the
Gaussian distribution of angular momentum eigenvalues,

pt(j) ' (2j + 1)
~2

4Dt
exp

[
− ~2

4Dt

(
j +

1

2

)2
]
. (34)

C. Classical Diffusion Equation

For comparison, the classical diffusion equation for the
linear rotor can be derived by expressing the dissipa-
tor (25) in the quantum phase space of the rotation state
[44, 62] and then drawing the classical limit [44]. Denot-
ing by Hrot(Ω, pΩ) the Hamilton function, the evolution
equation for the phase space distribution f(Ω, pΩ, t) reads

∂tf + {f,Hrot}P = D
(

sin2 β∂2
pα + ∂2

pβ

)
f, (35)

where {f, g}P =
∑
i(∂xif∂pig − ∂xig∂pif) denotes Pois-

son’s bracket.
Rotational friction can be taken into account by adding

the term−(D/IkBT )(∂pαpα+∂pβpβ)f . One can verify by
direct calculation that the steady-state solution is then
given by the Boltzmann distribution with energy Hrot

and temperature T .

D. Diffusion Coefficients

We now determine the orientational diffusion coeffi-
cients of photon- and van der Waals-type scattering.
Starting with the latter, we trace out the center-of-mass
degrees of freedom in (8) and expand the forward scat-
tering amplitude (15) to lowest order in a. Comparing

the resulting master equation with the diffusion master
equation (25) gives

D =
2γ(~a)2

15
. (36)

with the rate

γ =
ng

2m~2 cos2[π/(s− 1)]

(
s− 3

s(s− 1)

)2

×
∫ ∞

0

dp

∫ 1

−1

dξ µ(p)p5σ2
0(p) exp

[
−2(1− ξ2)χ0(p)

]
×
∣∣(1− ξ2)χ0(p)− 1

∣∣2 . (37)

If the gas is in thermal equilibrium, µ(p) is given by the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and the rate (37) is a
function of the gas temperature T and the gas density
ng.

In a similar fashion, the diffusion master equation due
to non-polarized monochromatic Rayleigh-Gans scatter-
ing can be obtained by expanding the scattering am-
plitude (19) to first order in the relative susceptibility
anisotropy ∆χ/χ‖ and in the wave number k`. Thus,
one obtains the diffusion coefficient

DR = γ0|b|2~2

(
1

3

(
∆χ

χ‖

)2

+
(k`)4

540

)
. (38)

If the particle is illuminated by a black body in
thermal equilibrium at temperature T , the distribution
of wavenumbers k follows from Planck’s law, µ(k) =
k2/ngπ

2[exp(~ck/kBT ) − 1] with temperature T . The
resulting diffusion coefficient can be obtained by using
|b|2/Vm = ng in (38) and averaging over the momentum
distribution µ(k),

Dbb = 40
c(~χ‖V0)2

π3

(
kBT

~c

)7
[
ζ(7)

(
∆χ

χ‖

)2

+28ζ(11)

(
kBT`

~c

)4
]
, (39)

where ζ(·) denotes the Riemann ζ-function. Inserting
the diffusion coefficient into (26) gives the orientational
localization rate of black body radiation. In particular,
for kBT`/~c → 0 one obtains the orientational localiza-
tion rate of point-like particles [45].

The remarkable fact that all master equations consid-
ered here show angular momentum diffusion for small
anisotropies suggests that Eq. (25) is of a universal form.
We remark that a unitary version of such a universal
master equation was discussed in [44].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We presented and discussed the master equation of
spatio-orientational decoherence of a nanoparticle inter-
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acting with a homogeneous background gas and pro-
vided microscopically realistic descriptions for two im-
portant scenarios: (i) the dynamics due to scattering
off a generic anisotropic van der Waals-type potential
and (ii) Rayleigh-Gans scattering off a nanorod. We
hope that the framework and equations presented in this
article will contribute to understanding coherence ex-
periments with optically levitated particles in high vac-
uum [21, 22, 33, 36]. It may also become relevant for

matter wave interferometry with orientational degrees of
freedom [47, 63] or dedicated collision experiments with
atomic beams. Furthermore, the fact that angular mo-
mentum diffusion arises in the limit of small anisotropies
in all considered scenarios, suggests that the derived an-
gular momentum diffusion master equation is a universal
form for symmetric-top particles. In this regime, the ori-
entational coherences decay in proportion to the squared
sine between the two orientations.
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